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ABSTRACT

Article history:

Conventional public safety surveillance video camera systems required 24/7
monitoring of security officers with video wall display installed in the control
room. When a crime or incident is reported, all the recorded surveillance video
streams nearby the incident area are playback simultaneously on video wall to
help locate the target person. The security officers can fast forward the video
playback to speed up the video search, but it requires massive manpower if
there are hundreds of video streams required to be examined on the video wall.
One of the possible solutions is through a suitable video indexing and retrieval
technique to prioritize the video frames that need to be processed. This paper
presents a WiFi sniffer enabled surveillance camera, with 3-stage WiFi frame
inspection filter and the use of collected WiFi signal strength for filtering, to
tag the collected WiFi MAC addresses to the surveillance video frames
according to the time of the MAC address is sniffed. Additional metadata
(WiFi MAC address of smartphone) collected during the occurrence of the
incident can be used to prioritize the retrieving of surveillance video frames
for subsequent image processing.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
In the old days, human beings needed extensive time and intensive man-power to retrieve surveillance
camera video frames that contained target person from a large video database [1-5]. When an incident occurred,
all the recorded surveillance video streams nearby the incident area were playback simultaneously to help
locate the target person. The security officers would fast forward the video playback to speed up the video
search, but it required massive manpower if there were hundreds of video streams that needed to be monitored.
The situation became more challenging to the security officers if there were multiple targets being tracked at
the same time [6-9]. Even today with the Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) that can run the person search deep
neural network model to automatic search for the target person from a large video database, it can take hours
or even days to complete the search. The video processing time can be reduced by using multiple desktop GPUs
or a more powerful server grade GPU to run the person search deep neural network model, but this requires
more investment on GPU and it is not cost-effective to allocate the GPU for every available camera. This has
become an issue when only finite computing power is available and huge amounts of video frames need to be
processed. One of the possible solutions is through a suitable video indexing and retrieval technique to
prioritize the video frames that need to be processed by the person search deep neural network model [10-12.
Nowadays, people carry their smartphone with WiFi turned on wherever they go for their smartphone
to automatically connect to Internet when there is WiFi service available [13-15]. When the WiFi of the
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smartphone is turned on, the smartphone will broadcast management frames known as probe request to discover
all nearby access point [16-19]. The probe request contains WiFi media access control (MAC) address which
is a unique identifier assigned to the network interface card of the smartphone [20]. The length of WiFi MAC
address is six bytes and separated by colons. The MAC address is generated by using OUI (Organizationally
Unique Identifier) number provided by IANA (Internet Assigned Numbers Authority). The MAC address is
never encrypted even though the WiFi devices are connected to a WiFi network with security encryption
enabled [21]. Besides probe request, there are other WiFi frames broadcast by smartphone that contain WiFi
MAC address for example: disassociation, authentication, deauthentication, etc. Since each smartphone has a
unique WiFi MAC address, it can be used to track a person who carries a smartphone with WiFi turned on.
Research work has been carried out using WiFi MAC address for WiFi tracking. Scheuner et al. developed a
generic and passive WiFi tracking system named Probr which can be used to predict room utilization, indoor
localization, and person tracking [16]. Andreea et al. proposed a WiFi tracking systems that collect WiFi MAC
addresses of smartphones to monitor pedestrian behaviour [22]. Julien carried out an experiment to study how
frequent the smartphones broadcast probe request that can be used for WiFi tracking purpose [23]. Xu et al.
proposed a pedestrian monitoring system by using WiFi MAC addresses and RSSI for localization [24]. Musa
et al. proposed a trajectory estimation method by process the sniffed WiFi MAC addresses with Viterbi’s
algorithm [25]. Kim et al. proposed a method to predict the real location of users by using smartphone MAC
addresses and access point [26]. Fukuzaki et al. designed Anonymous MAC Address Probe Sensor (AMP
sensor), which can sniffs MAC addresses from transmitted packets and then upload to server for pedestrian
flow analysis [27].
This paper presents a fast surveillance video indexing & retrieval with WiFi MAC address tagging. A
WiFi sniffer enabled surveillance camera, with 3-stage WiFi frame inspection filter and the use of collected
WiFi signal strength for filtering, is developed to tag the collected WiFi MAC addresses to the surveillance
video frames according to the time of the MAC address is sniffed. The sniffed WiFi MAC address is used as a
search index to retrieve the surveillance camera video frames tagged with WiFi MAC address of searching
from the video database. The proposed RSSI thresholding technique is used to discard the sniffed WiFi MAC
address that are not within the surveillance camera viewing distance.

2.

RESEARCH METHOD
The proposed design of WiFi sniffer for metadata tagging on surveillance camera video frame is first
discussed in this section. A 3-stage WiFi frame inspection filter is designed to remove unwanted WiFi frames
and only certain frames that contain source MAC address and RSSI can pass the filters. The final section
discusses applying the RSSI thresholding for Wifi MAC address tagging during the recording of surveillance
camera video frame.
2.1. Wifi Sniffer Setup
The WiFi sniffer is built by using the Raspberry Pi 3 Model B V1.2 on board WiFi chipset
(BCM43430a1). The operating system is Raspbian Stretch version March 2018. The WiFi sniffer only monitors
2.4GHz band. Nexmon firmware patch is applied to enable the monitor mode. A monitor interface named mon0
is created by using the command “sudo iw phy phy0 interface add mon0 type monitor”. The mon0 interface is
enabled by using the command “sudo ifconfig mon0 up”. The WiFi sniffer used the Python raw socket to
capture WiFi frames broadcasted by nearby WiFi devices.
A 3-stage WiFi frame inspection filter is designed to preserve the network bandwidth by discarding
irrelevant frames and only relevant information (source MAC address and timestamp) are extracted and sent
to metadata server.The first stage of filter removes subtypes that do not contain source MAC address. It checks
the type and subtype of the frame and only subtypes from Table 1 can pass the filter. The first stage of filter
also removes all beacon frames and probe response but keeps a list (AP_address_list) with their source MAC
addresses.
The second stage of filter uses IEEE 802.11 addressing mechanism to remove frames that are not
broadcast from the client device. Only case 1 (To DS = 0, From DS = 0) and case 3 (To DS = 1, From DS = 0)
are the possible cases when a frame is broadcast from the client device. Case 1 is used to broadcast management
frame and control frame while case 3 is used to broadcast data frame. For case 1, the source MAC address can
belong to either client device or access point because there are few subtypes under management frame and
control frame (as highlighted in Table 1) that are broadcast by client device and access point. For case 3, the
source MAC address of data frame is definite belonging to client device because the frame must have To DS
set to 1 and From DS set to 0.
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The third stage of filter is designed to identify the source MAC address belongs to client device or
access point in case 1 by comparing the source MAC address with AP_address_list. The source MAC address
that matches with the MAC address in the AP_address_list will be removed.

Table 1. WiFi frames sniffed by WiFi sniffer
Type
Subtypes

Management frames
 Probe request
 Disassociation
 Authentication
 Deauthentication

Control frames
 Block ACK request
 Block ACK
 PS-Poll
 RTS

Data frames
 Null data
 QoS data
 QoS null

2.2. Smartphones Setting for Different Wifi Connection Status
The smartphones used in this research is Samsung Galaxy Note 4 with Android 6.0 and Huawei P10
with Android 8.0. These mobile devices are selected because the Android 6.0 has the highest market share
(25.5%) while the Android 8.0 is the latest Android version available on smartphone according to Android
developer statistics. Since different Android versions have different WiFi frame broadcast behaviour, the
smartphones used in this experiment are always screen on and the WiFi is turned on. The WiFi frame broadcast
behaviour is also affected by the WiFi connection status. An experiment is designed and conducted for 5
minutes duration to measure the WiFi frame broadcast behaviour of smartphones for each scenario.
2.2.1. Scenario 1: WiFi is turned on but not connected to an access point
Scenario 1 represents a situation where a smartphone user comes to a place that has never visited
before with the smartphone’s WiFi turned on. All the Service Set Identifiers (SSID) nearby the testbed are
deleted from the smartphone’s SSID history list to prevent the smartphone auto reconnect to any one of these
access points. Five SSIDs that are not within the smartphone’s WiFi coverage are stored in the smartphone’s
SSID history list to identify if there is any directed probe request broadcast from the smartphone. The
smartphone’s WiFi is turned on through the quick setting menu and remains screen on at home page.
2.2.2. Scenario 2: WiFi is turned on and connected to an access point
Scenario 2 represents a situation where the smartphone is connected to an access point. Before the
experiment starts, all the apps running in background are stopped. The smartphone’s WiFi is turned on through
the quick setting menu and auto connect to the access point that is placed in FKEKK Research Lab 3. After the
connection is established, one social media app (YouTube) is started and running in the background throughout
the experiment.
2.3. Applying RSSI thresholding for Wifi MAC address tagging during the recording of surveillance
camera video frame
The sniffed WiFi MAC address is tagged to the surveillance camera video frames by using timestamp.
The combination of MAC address and timestamp is known as metadata and is sent to the metadata database
during the live surveillance camera video recording. Since the WiFi sniffer will sniff all the surrounding WiFi
frames within its antenna coverage regardless the camera viewing distance, there are two conditions that will
cause the proposed video retrieval system to return unrelated video frames as shown in Figure 1. The first
condition is the person A is outside the camera viewing distance but the smartphone’s WiFi MAC address is
sniffed by WiFi sniffer (see Figure 1(a)). This will cause the proposed video retrieval system to return video
frames that do not contain person A.
The second condition is the person A is within the camera viewing distance but the smartphone’s
MAC address of person A and other person (B, C, and D) are sniffed Figure 1(b)). The proposed video retrieval
system will process all the sniffed smartphone’s WiFi MAC addresses (see because all the sniffed WiFi MAC
addresses have equal probability to belong to person A. The person search time will increase when the number
of sniffed WiFi MAC addresses is increased.
The camera viewing distance is set to 5 meters in this research. To remove the WiFi MAC address
that is not within camera viewing distance, the RSSI value of the sniffed WiFi frame is used to predict the
distance between WiFi sniffer and the sniffed WiFi frame. An experiment is carried out at outdoor environment
to measure the RSSI value of sniffed WiFi frame when the smartphone is placed at different distances (1.5m,
3m, 5m, 10m) from the WiFi sniffer for five minutes. Any sniffed WiFi MAC address with RSSI value less
than the RSSI threshold is discarded. Only sniffed WiFi MAC address with RSSI value greater than or equal
to the RSSI threshold is tagged to surveillance camera video frames.
Fast surveillance video indexing & retrieval with WiFi MAC address tagging (K.L. Tan)
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Figure 1. (a) Person A is out of camera viewing distance, but the smartphone’s MAC address is sniffed. (b)
Only person A is within the camera viewing distance but the smartphone’s MAC address of person A and
other persons (B, C, and D) are sniffed.

There are two situations where the distance between the sniffed WiFi MAC address and WiFi sniffer
is misidentified due to overlapping of two RSSI distributions. The first situation is where the sniffed WiFi
MAC address is within camera viewing distance (e.g., smartphone is nearby the camera up to 5 meters) but
misidentified as outside camera viewing distance (5 meters and further from the camera) (see Figure 2(a)). The
probability of WiFi frames within camera viewing distance but misidentified as outside camera viewing
distance is calculated as follows:
Pwrong discard 

N threshold
N total

(1)

where N threshold  Number of WiFi frames with RSSI value less than RSSI threshold

N total  Total number of sniffed WiFi frames
The second situation is where the sniffed WiFi MAC address is outside camera viewing distance but
misidentified as broadcasted within camera viewing distance (because the sniffed WiFi frame’s RSSI is greater
than RSSI threshold) (see Figure 2(b)). The probability of WiFi frames outside camera viewing distance but
misidentified as broadcasted within camera viewing distance is calculated as follows:
Pwrong tag 

N threshold
N total

(2)

where N threshold  Number of WiFi frames with RSSI value greater than RSSI threshold

N total  Total number of sniffed WiFi frames
An RSSI threshold is selected based on the collected RSSI values when the difference between the
probability of misidentify the smartphone is outside or within camera viewing distance is minimum. The
difference between the probability of misidentify the smartphone is outside or within camera viewing distance
is calculated as follows:
Difference  Pwrong discard  Pwrong tag  100%

(3)

Figure 2. (a) The sniffed WiFi MAC address is within camera viewing distance but misidentify as outside
camera viewing distance (b) The sniffed WiFi MAC address is outside camera viewing distance but
misidentify as within camera viewing distance
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3.

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The analysis on the type of WiFi traffic frame under two scenarios is first discussed in this section.
Next, the RSSI distribution of WiFi frames at different distances are analysed to identify a RSSI threshold for
specific camera viewing distance. Lastly, the effect of RSSI thresholding on the probability of misidentify the
distance between smartphone and WiFi sniffer is discussed.
3.1. Analysis on broadcast frequency of WiFi frame types under different scenario
3.1.1. Scenario 1: WiFi is turned on but not connected to access point
Since the smartphones are not connected to any access point, only probe request is sniffed in this
scenario. Figure 3 shows the Huawei P10 did not broadcast any probe request while the Samsung Galaxy Note
4 stop broadcast null probe request after the WiFi is turned on for one minute. No directed probe request is
observed for both smartphones in this scenario. The Huawei P10 only broadcast null probe request when the
user open WiFi setting page to view the list of available WiFi network. It is predicted the chances to sniff probe
request for scenario 1 in the future is getting less as the newer Android version keeps improving user privacy.

Figure 3. Number of sniffed probe request in five minutes for scenario 1

3.1.2. Scenario 2: WiFi is turned on and connected to an access point
After connected to access point, Huawei P10 Android 8.0.0 broadcast probe request in random pattern
(see Figure 4(a)) but Samsung Galaxy Note 4 Android 6.0.1 stop broadcast probe request (see Figure 4(b)).
The Huawei P10 broadcast null probe request after connected to access point is to discover nearby access point
that can provide better link quality. The Samsung Galaxy Note 4 stop broadcast probe request after connected
to access point is to preserve smartphone’s battery life. Since the broadcast pattern of probe request is
inconsistent across different Android version due to different purposes, other frame types such as control frame
and data frame is used to increase the chances to sniff the MAC address of the smartphones. The control frame
shows the highest broadcast frequency compared to the other frame types because before QoS data frame
transmission to the access point, the smartphone needs to transmit an RTS frame to the access point. After the
QoS data frame transmission is completed, the smartphones transmit Block_ACK_Request to request the
access point to acknowledge the frames that the smartphone has sent.

Figure 4. Number of sniffed WiFi frames for (a) Huawei P10 (b) Samsung Galaxy Note 4 in 5 minutes
duration
Fast surveillance video indexing & retrieval with WiFi MAC address tagging (K.L. Tan)
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3.2. Comparison of RSSI values at different distance from the WiFi sniffer
The RSSI distribution and statistical analysis of both smartphones at different distances from the
camera are as shown in Figure 5. The mean, median, and mode of the RSSI distribution are closed to one
another in this experiment as shown in Figure 5. This implies that the collected RSSI data has a fairly
symmetrical distribution from 1.5 meters up to 10 meters. From Figure 5, the distribution of RSSI values shifted
to negative side when the distance between smartphones and WiFi sniffer is increased.
In this test bed setting, the person search deep neural network model works well when the camera
viewing distance is set to maximize the view at 5 meters. The number of pixels in an image that contain person
features can be increased by using a higher megapixel camera (camera resolution used in this research is 720p
only) but this requires more investment on the camera. Alternative way to increase the number of pixels in an
image that contains person features is to adjust the camera viewing distance to 3 meters or even 1.5 meters, but
the camera surveillance region will be reduced significantly. However, the WiFi sniffer will sniff all the
surrounding WiFi frames within its antenna coverage regardless of the camera viewing distance. Since the
camera viewing distance is set to 5 meters, any sniffed WiFi MAC address that is 5 meters and further from
the WiFi sniffer should not be tagged to surveillance camera video frames. The WiFi MAC address that is 10
meters away from the WiFi sniffer has weaker RSSI value as compared to the WiFi MAC address that is 5
meters away from the WiFi sniffer. Therefore, RSSI thresholding is applied in the WiFi sniffer to filter the
WiFi MAC address that is not within 5 meters coverage, but there is an overlapping between the distribution
of RSSI at 5 meters and 10 meters, which will cause some of the WiFi MAC addresses broadcasted at 10 meters
misclassified broadcasted within 5 meters. The effect of RSSI thresholding on the probability of misclassified
the distance between smartphone and WiFi sniffer will be discussed in the next section.

Figure 5. The RSSI distribution of both smartphones at (a) 1.5 meters, (b) 3 meters, (c) 5 meters, and (d) 10
meters

3.3. The effect of RSSI thresholding on the probability of misidentify the distance between the sniffed
WiFi MAC address and WiFi sniffer
With the RSSI thresholding, any sniffed WiFi MAC address with an RSSI value less than the RSSI
threshold is discarded. However, there are two situations, as discussed in Section 2.1.3 (see Figure 1), where
the distance between the sniffed WiFi MAC address and WiFi sniffer is misidentified due to overlapping of
two RSSI distributions.
When the camera viewing distance is set to 5 meters, the RSSI threshold is set to -59 dBm if 90% of
the sniffed WiFi MAC addresses at 5 meters (indicated by green distribution) are required to be tagged to
surveillance camera video frames as shown in Figure 6(a). However, there is 43% of the sniffed WiFi MAC
addresses (calculated by using (2)) at 10 meters (indicated by blue distribution) will be tagged to camera video
frames as shown in Figure 6(b). When the smartphone is placed at 3 meters or 1.5 meters (within 5 meters
range of camera viewing distance), the probability of misidentify the smartphone is outside camera viewing
distance is very low (less than 3%) and can be ignored as shown in Figure 6(c) and (d). The WiFi MAC
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addresses correctly discarded are indicated by grey distribution. The WiFi MAC addresses that should not be
discarded are indicated by red distribution.

Figure 6. (a) The RSSI threshold is set to -59 dBm if 90% of the MAC addresses at 5 meters are required to
be tagged to surveillance camera video frames (b) Applying threshold value of -59dBm to the collected RSSI
values of WiFi MAC address at distance of 10 meters resulting in 43% of the MAC addresses wrongly
tagged as 5 meters (c) & (d) The probability of misidentify the smartphone is outside camera viewing
distance is very low (less than 3%) and can be ignored

There is a trade-off between the probability of misidentify the smartphone is outside or within camera
viewing distance when applying RSSI threshold. If the RSSI threshold at 5 meters is reduced, the probability
of misidentify the smartphone is outside camera viewing distance (when the smartphone is placed at 1.5 meters,
3 meters or 5 meters) will be reduced but at the same time the probability of misidentify the smartphone is
within camera viewing distance (when the smartphone is placed at 10 meters) will be increased. The trade-off
is unavoidable because the distribution of RSSI for 1.5 meters, 3 meters, 5 meters and 10 meters are overlapped.
However, there is a ‘balance point’ in the overlapping region of the RSSI distribution of 5 meters and 10 meters
where the difference in Pwrong discard and Pwrong tag are minimum as shown in
Figure 1.
The corresponding RSSI value at minimum point is -56 dBm (see
Figure 1). This RSSI value (-56 dBm) is selected to be the RSSI threshold. The probability of
misidentify the smartphone outside or within camera viewing distance is almost the same when the RSSI
threshold is -56 dBm, Pwrong discard of 16% and Pwrong tag of 18.3%, as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 1. Difference between the probability of misidentify the smartphone is outside or within camera
viewing distance. The minimum point is located at -56 dBm
Fast surveillance video indexing & retrieval with WiFi MAC address tagging (K.L. Tan)
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Figure 8. The probability of misidentify the smartphone is outside or within camera viewing distance are
almost the same when the RSSI threshold is -56 dBm (a) Pwrong discard of 16% and (b) Pwrong tag of 18.3%

4.

CONCLUSION
A WiFi sniffer enabled surveillance camera, with 3-stage WiFi frame inspection filter and the use of
collected WiFi signal strength for filtering, is designed and developed in this project. The WiFi sniffer inside
the proposed camera sniffs the smartphone WiFi MAC addresses within the radio vicinity of the sniffer and
tags it to the on-going recording camera video frames the moment the MAC address is picked up by the sniffer.
The sniffed WiFi MAC address is subsequently used as search index to quickly retrieve the surveillance camera
video frames across all the cameras of the surveillance system video recording database that is tagged with the
MAC address. Therefore, the proposed WiFi MAC address tagging technique for fast video retrieval system
can prioritizes the surveillance camera video frames processing to speed up the person search process.
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